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The problem of the bending of an isotropic elastic plate, bounded by hvo convex polygons is considered. It is assumed that the 
internal boundary of the plate is simply supported and normal bending moments act on each section of the external contour in 
such a way that the angle of rotation of the middle surface of the plate is a piecewise-constant function. With respect to the 
complex potentials, which express the bendings of the middle surface (Goursat’s formula), the problem is reduced to a 
Riemann-Hilbert boundary-value problem for a circular ring, the solution of which is constructed in analytic form. Estimates 
are given of the behaviour of these potentials in the neighbourhood of the corner points. 0 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. Ah rights 
reserved. 

1. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

Suppose S is a doubly-connected domain in the z plane of the complex variable, bounded by convex 
polygons A and B. We will assume that A is the external boundary of the domain S, and B is the internal 
boundary, and we will denote byAj (j = 1, . . ., q) and Bj (j = 1, . . ., p) the vertices (and their affixes), and 
by L$’ and 15’:’ the sides of the polygons A and B. The values of the internal angles of the domain S at 
the verticesAj and Bj will be denoted by rccx~ r#, while the angles between thex axis and outward normals 
to the contours Lr and Lo will be denoted by P(t) and a(t). The positive direction on L = Lo u L, 
(Lo = u L$‘, L1 = u L(i)) will be assumed to be that which keeps domain S to the left. 

We will assume that a rigid plank is riveted to each section of the boundary Lo and the plate is bent 
by normal moments applied to the planks in such a way that the angles of rotation of the middle surface 
of the plate take piecewise-constant values, while the contour L, is simply supported. 

We will consider the following problem: it is required to obtain the bending deflection W(X, u) of the 
middle surface of the plate if the values of the principal bending moment M, are known on each section 
of the boundary contour Lo. 

2. SOME ADDITIONAL PROPOSITIONS 

Dirichlet’s problem for a circular ring. Suppose D (1 < ]z 1 <: R) is a circular ring bounded by circles 
lo( Iz 1 = R) and I,( ]z 1 = 1). We will consider the following problem: it is required to obtain a function 
q(z) = u + iu, holomorphic in the ring D, with respect to the boundary condition 

Re[cp(t)] = f,(t), r E lj, j = 0,l (2.1) 

The necessary and sufficient condition for problem (2.1) to be solvable has the form 

while the solution itself is given by the formula 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

where cl is an arbitrary real constant. 
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The conformal mapping of a doubly-connected domain, bounded by polygons, onto a circular ring. 
Suppose S is the doubly-connected domain considered above. We will consider the following problem: 
it is required to find the form of the function z = o(c) which conformally maps the circular ring 
D( 1 < I( 1 c R) onto the domain S. 

The derivative of the function o(c) is the solution of the Riemann-Hilbert problem for the circular 
ring D [l]. 

Re[i te-ia(r) o’(t)] = 0, t E I,() 6 I= R) 

Re[ite-iPc”w’(t)J =O, t E l,(l{ I= I) 
(2.4) 

The necessary condition for this problem to be solvable in the class h(bI, . . . . 6,) (regarding this class 
see [2]) has the form 

(2.5) 

(ak and bk are the inverse images of the pointsAk and Bk), while the solution of this class itself is given 
by the formula 

(2.6) 

where k” is an arbitrary real constant. 

3. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 

According to the approximate theory of the bending of a plate, the bending deflection w(x, y) of the 
central surface in the case considered satisfies the equation 

A22w(x,y)=0, z=x+iyES (3.1) 

and the boundary conditions 

M,(t)=f(t); &v/&=0, tELQ; w(t)=O, M,(t)=O, teL., (3.2) 

Using well-known formulae [2-4] we have 

w(x, y) = ReEcp(z) + x~(z)I. z E S 

aw aw _ + j _ = e-w 
an as Icp(t)+ Gm + w(t)1 (3.3) 

2D,(o-l)d(xcp(t)-tcp’o-W(t)]= M,,(t)+ijN(t)ds+ic dt 
0 1 y(z)= X6(Z), v(t)= a(t). f E I!q,, v(r)= P(t), t E L,; x=(0+3)(1-0)-’ 

where DO is the cylindrical stiffness of the plate, o is Poisson’s ratio, N is the shearing force and c is a 
real constant. 

By virtue of condition (3.2) and formula (3.3) with respect to the required functions cp(z) and (p(z) 
we obtain the problem 

Re[ i,-“(‘) (9(t) + $8 + W(r))1 = 0 
(3.4) 

Re[ie-‘v”’ (xv(t)-fcp’o-W(t))]=$, tELj, j=O,I 
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where 

F;‘(r) = C”‘(f), t E L,; F,‘(r) = [2D,(o- 1)1-q M,(t)ds+c’“‘(r), t E L, 
0 

c(‘)(t) = Ck (I) = const, t E L(kl), c(O)(t) = ck (O) = const, t E I$’ 

The constants c$) (j = 0,l) are unknown in advance and must be determined when solving the problem 
in such a way that the functions (p(z) and Zcp’(z) + v(z) extend continuously into the domain S + L. 

Boundary conditions (3.4) can be written in the form 

Re[ie-IV(l) qwl= F,(r) 

(3.5) 
Re[@“) (cp(t)+rcp’(r)+W(r))]=O, MLj, j=O,l 

where F,(t) = [X + 11-l F,T(r),j = 0, 1. 
Suppose the function z = o(c) conformally maps the circular ring D(l c I< 1 c R) onto the domain 

S. We will assume that the contour I,( I( 1 = R) t ransfers into Lo, while the contour Ii( I <I = 1) transfers 
into L,. We will denote the inverse images of the points Ak and Bk by ak and bk. 

Putting cp(4 = @~45)1 = cp0K), f rom boundary conditions (3.5) in terms of the function ~(6) = rlcpo(Q 
we obtain the Riemann-Hilbet boundary-value problem for a circular ring D 

Re[ he -iv(a)x(o)] = ‘yj(0), 0 E Lj, j = 0, I; Yj(0) = qo(o)J (3.6) 

Consider the homogeneous problem corresponding to problem (3.6) when ‘Pi(o) = 0. It has the form 
of problem (2.4) and, hence, the solution of this homogeneous problem of the class h(b,, . . ., b,) has 
the form x’(c) = w’(i), w h ere the function w’(c) is defined by formula (2.6). 

Hence, we can represent the function e”“(‘) in the form 

e2iv(0) = ow’(0) [00’(o)]-‘, CT E lj, j = 0, I 

Boundary conditions (3.6) can now be written in the form 

Q(o)-L?(o)=oj(b), GE/,, j=O,l 

where S2(Q = Q(<)[<w’(<)]-‘, @j(O) = -2ieiv’“‘[ow’(o)]-‘YjY,(o>,j = 0, 1 
The necessary and sufficient condition for problem (3.7) to be solvable has the form 

7 O,(e’“)& = 7 O,(Re”)d6 
0 0 

and the solution itself is given by the formula 

K(C; tPj(rM + Ci*. K((; r) = f ----!-- 
k=_m r - R2”c 

where cz* is a real constant. 
Hence, the solution of problem (3.5) has the form 

/k(c) = j 
,W~)c(l)(o) 

l, ((3 - R2k<)oo’(o) 
do+j 

eia’o’[fo(o)+ P’(o)] do 

,,, (CT - R*‘~)ow’(o) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

fo(o) = [2D,(o- I)]-’ j M,(r)ds, C; = --c~*n(x + I) 
0 
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Condition (3.6) can be written in the form 

I 

e’Pco’,cl,(0) 

4 020’(o) 
do+j 

eia”“thm + c’“‘(al da = 0 

10 020’(o) 

Since the function o’(c) at the points ak has singularities of the form I( - ak 1 ae-l, for the function 
cpo(<) to be continuously extendable into the domain D + 1 it is necessary and sufficient for the following 
conditions to be satisfied 

c /,(aj)+C; =o. j=l,...,q 
k=- 

(3.11) 

Using well-known results [2, Section 261 with respect to the behaviour of a Cauchy type integral in 
the neighbourhood of points of discontinuity of the density, it can be proved that when conditions (3.11) 
are satisfied the function w’(z) = cpb(Q[w’(<)]-’ in the region of the points Bk (k = 1, . . . . p) satisfies 
the condition 

Icp’(z)I<Mlz--B, I-‘@!* k=l,...,p, M=const 

and in the region of the points& (k = 1, . . ., q) it is bounded. Similarly for the function cp”(z) the following 
limits hold 

lcp”(z)l<Mlz-B, l-‘-“af, k=l,...,p 

I (p”(z) I c M 1 z-A, l”at-2, k = I. . . ..q 

We will now find the function w(z). To do this we will use conditions (3.9, which we will write in the 
form [5] 

where 

Re[ie’““‘(~(t)+ P(t)cp’(t)] = I,(r), f E Lj, j = 0, I (3.12) 

T,(t) = Re[ie”‘(‘)(t- P(f)cp’(r)], t E Lj, j = 0, I 

and p(t) is an interpolation polynomial which satisfies the condition P(Bk) = Bk (k = 1, . . .,p) and Bk 
iS a number conjugate to Bk. 

Since the functions rj(t), t E L,(j = 0,l) are bounded, the problem of finding the function v(z) reduces 
to the problem investigated above. The solution of problem (3.12) can be constructed in the same way 
as before, while the conditions for this problem to be solvable (the requirement that the function v(z) 
+ P(z)cp’(z) should be continuously extendable) will have a form similar to conditions (2.10) and (2.11). 
All these conditions are represented as an inhomogeneous system with real coefficients with respect 
totheconstantscT,c~)(k=l,...,p)andc~,c~’(k=l , . . ., q) (cf is a real constant which occurs when 
solving problem (2.12)). It has been proved that the above system has a unique solution, and, hence, 
the problem in question is uniquely solvable. 
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